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1.0 Introduction:
This years archaeological report presents an
optimistic perspective supportive of the 2013
Goals and Objectives of the Foundation. The
season commenced with clear objectives, a tightly
focused programme remained flexible in approach
to accommodate new lines of enquiry and discovery
as they arose. This has been an important
strategy and proven its appropriateness this
season. Archaeology is about discovery,
preservation, analysis and documentation. As
discoveries arose they modified our enquiry. Our
approach has been to look for empirical evidence
that the Hand of Man has been involved in the
construction, operation or occupancy of the
Bosnian Valley of the Pyramids in the ancient
past. To achieve these outcomes investigation
focused on two primary locations- Pyramid of the
Sun and Ravne Tunnel complex. The remaining sites
were not neglected at the expense of advancement.
A survey of and infrastructure work on Pyramid
the Moon contributed to the successes of the 2013
Season.
The following report is set out in sections
covering Archaeological Artefact recovery,
Archaeological Features, Carbon Dating,
Excavations, Exhibition and Conclusion to arrive
at what I feel is a comprehensive review to a
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very productive season. This is followed by
Appendix -Recommendations Arising
The MRAV 2013 season has wrapped after a
successful 17 week volunteer International Summer
Camp. The Camp hosted 445 volunteers from 32
Nations representing skill sets as diverse as
Anthropologists to Geologists, Thermo dynamic
engineers to Architects, Engineers, Healers and
Students to people with enquiring minds and an
intense interest in knowledge of the ancients.
The World has struggled to accept the thesis of a
Pyramid in Bosnia, let alone several pyramids and
companion tunnel labyrinth, all emanating from a
distance point in the past. The Foundation has
produced large amounts of scientific data
supporting its belief in these ancient
structures, refer ICBP reports. To prove man was
here, active and living in a civilised state
would challenge recorded history and completely
counter the argument these structures are all
natural features. This is the premise upon which
we set about the 2013 archaeology programme.
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We are familiar with the principle structures,
Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun (Sunca), Moon, Dragon,
Love and features Temple of Mother Earth,
Vratnica and Ravne Tunnel complex, which when
considered in combination suggest a substantial
and highly developed civilisation occupied the
area in the distant past and, perhaps, for many
thousands of years.
Evidence of a complex civilisation, its developed
arts and sciences can be witnessed throughout the
Visoko River Basin. Geographic alignments, Sun,
Moon, Dragon, positioning of the Fojnicka river,
Ravne tunnel systems and structures of truly
massive scale tell us intelligent, highly
sophisticated and advanced people where here.
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We commenced this season on the assumption we are
dealing with cultural relics from the ‘Time
Before’, that is the Time Before the last ice
age. This represents a new horizon in
exploration, discovery and knowledge and commands
a new approach to examination, data collection
and analysis of information. Conceptually we are
dealing with peoples of different ‘mind’, their
concepts, belief systems, technologies, and
socialisation must contrast to ours of today,
which enabled them to achieve the high level of
sophistication we are witnessing in their
material remains, architecture, landscapes and
energy systems.

2.0 Laboratories
This season we set up two laboratories as
depositaries for artefacts recovered. One is a
ceramic and technical Lab. Its principle function
is to receive artefacts from the field, clean,
classify, record data and then archive store for
future examination. A backlog of ceramic material
was removed from storage in Ravne Tunnels from
the 2012 season in poor condition. After 8 weeks
the Lab had processed approx. 10,000 pieces of
ceramic form 6 archaeological sites. Material was
dried and cleaned, stored in archive boxes by
site and quantity. Each archive box contains
cleaned and Zip bagged artefacts with
6

accompanying Data Sheet setting out Date,
Location, Quantity and Description of find.
Technician examining ceramics for incising

This Lab also undertook a number of analytical
examinations of unusual artefacts including the
study of what appear to be 3 new glyphic
languages, a morphological study of a stone foot
core, analysis of an unusual sandstone artefact
and what we believe to be meteoric material.
These will be discussed in subsequent sections in
this report.
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The second Lab was established to receive, clean,
classify and photograph lithic material. In June
a collection commenced, by the end of September
we had amassed approx. 2,000 examples of
interesting stone and rock artefacts. Our focus
here is to identify stone that has been
culturally modified, thus connecting ‘man’
spatially and temporally in support to our
principle argument.
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3.0 Artefacts: A collection begins:

Both Labs provide us important processing and
storage facilities. This allowed us to go wide in
our artefact capture and then spend time
subsequent to the finds analysing what we have.
It is important to re-iterate here- we are
dealing with the time before, simply fashioned
stone tools, crude effigy sticks, food
preparation bowl fragments and art objects- are
just part of what we appear to have recovered.
Many items will take time to understand. We have
retrieved them; we can now afford time to process
them.
Our policy this years is - if it appears to be
modified by man secure it, study it and determine
cultural or none cultural subsequent to
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selection.

Again, we must remember that we are

dealing with the Time Before- an artefact may not
be entirely clear as to its function, but in time
we will understand in more depth What, Who and
Why. These are important pieces of evidence which
if ignored will be lost for all time- that risk
is too great which is why we have implemented a
wide artefact capture policy that is proving a
sound policy.
3.1 Ravne artefacts
In June at approx. 170m mark an access tunnel was
commenced cutting in to the conglomerate linking
through to last years discovered 153m Open
Section. No sooner than we commenced on this
access route interesting lithic artefacts started
to emerge. The first being a new monolith stone,
pictured. This appears to be constructed from a
ceramic material and partially hollow. The
monolith first appeared as a ‘bull nose’
protruding from the Ravne walls. Careful
excavation revealed a beautiful feature measuring
1.100m x .700m x .350m, predominately oval in
shape terminating at one end in a squared right
angle section. We have been unable to determine
the internal structure or its function. This
stone was found in association with 3 other
features, two of which are large modified rocks.
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Initial protruding ‘nose’

The ‘Egg’ Exposed

The Egg and its associated rocks present an
interesting question- what is their association
and function. Further testing is required.
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Recommendation X-ray the egg, Weigh the egg and
test its specific gravity, material composition,
electro magnetic and other frequency properties.
The Egg signaled the beginning of an artefact
recovery stage. From this point we began to
locate interestingly shaped stones, small blocks
that displayed human modification, i.e. cultural.
We immediately implemented a programme focused on
identification and selection of material as it
exited Ravne tunnels. This was to prove to be a
valuable decision. Over the coming months some
2000 lithic objects were retained for study, of
which approx. 300 appear to be artefacts and a
large balance require further analysis before
selection can be completed.
Shortly after locating the Egg a tile was
retrieved that appeared to display intelligent
markings on its surface. The tile underwent
considerable analysis in July and August. We
adopted the ‘4 eye’ policy of first giving the
tile to one person to mark up the impressions
they saw on its surface, photograph those
highlighted markings and then carefully remove
the mark up’s and ask another technician to
undertake the same exercise. The final
photographs are compared for similarity, what is
displayed twice is considered validated
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information, what is only seen by one technician
is put aside.

3.2 Language Tile

The next stage in the assessment phase was to
draw a facsimile of the Tile, accurately
reproducing the markings in a line drawing,
Picture follows. For this we continued our ‘4
Eye’ policy. Once the drawing was complete it was
scrutinised by another technician who audited the
symbols, matching what was drawn to what was
actually marked up on the Tile. Then a frequency
analysis was undertaken to determine how many
times each symbol appeared arriving at a cipher
analysis. Pictured
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Language Tile Frequency Analysis

Lastly, we applied all known Rune texts to our
cipher in an attempt to both age and decipher the
Glyphs. We tested Nordic Runes, early
Bosnian/Middle Kingdom hybrid Rune alphabet and
finally Elder Futhark generally regarded as the
oldest European Rune dating from 150CE. We were
successful in identifying 4 Runes- their
corresponding translations are God, Water, Ice,
Joy. However, it is clear that we do not have a
complete match, that is to say we expect this
Language Tile to pre-date the Elder Futhark, a
pre-descendant language requiring further
research. The reason we suspect this to be predescendant is because we can only achieve a
partial match, leaving some 8 symbols un-decoded.
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3.3 Language Stones
Two more stones were recovered from this section
of Ravne Tunnels bearing what appear to be
structured communication/language. At this point
we must comment that it is unusual to locate a
single language when investigating a culture of
such distant antiquity. To have 3 distinct
examples of possible symbol communication is
extra ordinary and may indicate the huge expanse
of time this site represents or its function as a
major cultural or trade center, the process of
which would introduce exotic syntax from a wider
cultural and geographical spread. It is
appropriate to mention at this point that in 2007
sandstone was recovered from Ravne displaying
Runic styled symbols and the K1 monolith within
the tunnel complex also displays glyphic symbols.
Refer Recommendations within Appendix.
Modified stone recovered in June 2103 displaying
carved symbols
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Stone recovered September 2013 displaying incised
symbols

Summary to the Language Stones- We must
acknowledge the existence of these glyphs as of
utmost importance. They may or may not constitute
language, but what they are is examples of
communication- regardless of whether a structured
nature or art object- they require expert
assessment. All examples were found in relatively
close proximity to one another, the age of
surrounding material deposits is estimated
@20,000yrs BP! We have written research
recommendation comments in the accompanying
Appendix.
3.4 Effigy stones
In July we began to recognise a pattern of slim
formed stones that fitted comfortably in the left
16

hand. They are all of similar proportions,
approx. 120mm L x 25mm W. They felt modified to
hold, but the modification was subtle and
unsupported. Rather than disregarding the objects
we included them within our capture policy and
within weeks started to observe a high repetition
in form, then we re-discovered one with a face
painted at one end, then a second with faded
paint and then third, fourth and fifth without
paint but clearly displaying modified surfaces
where a painted image might once have resided and
consistent in form. These are retained for later
analysis using, amongst other techniques, laser
scan to reveal residual pigment or images.
However, in the interim we have a collection of
approx. 30 objects we are classifying Effigy
Stones. Their purpose is illusive; they may
represent ancestor worship, a religious practice
or perhaps a ‘worry’ doll.
Pictured- this image displays a painted face 12mm
x 6.5mm, eyes, mouth, chin and hair. Initially
referred to as the Bob Marley stone we suspect it
to be a representation of Medusa the ancient
Goddess.
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Effigy Stone

3.5 Art objects
Numerous lithic’s recovered appeared to be of art
in expression. These took the form of tooling,
shape and texture. Again their function is
unknown, but their form is recognised as nonnatural, and accordingly preserved as cultural
artefact.
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Also around the 170m mark an interesting small
object was found. It appears to be granite of 2
colours- Green top/white base. Within a day we
had found a second, days later a third and by the
months end 5 were in our laboratory. A very
simple analysis to apply is- 1x equals
interesting, 2x equals a co-incidence?, 3x equals
a pattern and any more confirm a technology. That
is what we have here- another example of rich
cultural occupation. Within thousands of tons of
material we are finding very small but hugely
significant objects. Each of these objects is
approximately the same size, have 11 matching
features and found in proximity (within 20m)- 5
in total have been recovered.
Art objects

19

Art Objects
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3.6 Heart Stone
An unusual stone was recovered from Ravne @190m
mark in July. Initially the attraction appeared
to be the similarity in shape to a modern
depiction of a Heart. However, this stone
displayed some extremely interesting features. On
the surface appeared to be a painted image,
visible when wet it quickly faded to a pale and
faded image of what was there. We observed this
in the laboratory over 4 days, wetting,
photographing, allowing to dry and then repeating
the process. 30 photographs record this ebb and
flow between image and faded image to no image.
What follows is a photograph of the stone and
accompanying image when it was visible.
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Heart Stone

The image appears to display a series of circles
or spirals at bottom left and an extending outer
circle stretching to the Top right encircling
various smaller images. There is also an image
found Top left. The arrangement displays a
complexity of images beyond anything attributed
to ‘natural’ action. It has purpose in its
design, repeating patterns and concentric
patterning. The presence of several forms of
imagery lead us to believe this is of ‘man’
representative of culture. This too was recovered
from a deposit of material approx. 20,000 year
old!
3.7 Sandstone object
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In June we recovered an interestingly shaped
sandstone. The object displays symmetry and
balance in design, is inscribed with designs and
fits very comfortably in the hand- ergonomic in
shape. The symbols are observably present but
eroded in detail. We have lightly sketched the
outline to their relief in an attempt to tease
information out. As matters stand we are unable
to identify function or expression. This object
has been placed on the Internet to invite comment
as to purpose, etc.
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Sand Stone object detail

3.8 Construction materials
Additional to Monoliths, Art Objects, Effigy
Stones and Language Stones, this section of Ravne
185m mark delivered examples of highly
symmetrical blocks of differing sizes and
compositions. The stones display several 90deg
angles. Although we do not think them to be
companion stones, the cut of angles allows the
sections to fit together. In total we have 6 of
these examples, plus several large and heavy
oblong stones. The amount of modified material
surfacing from the Ravne complex tells us there
was a concentrated civilization, or a series of
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civilizations living in this location. This is an
extremely important observation that will become
increasingly relevant as we gather artifacts and
features over the season.

Various ‘pins’ were recovered. They take a
consistent form of elongated shaft extending to a
narrow point. The head is curved from the back
and cut to a right angle on the opposite side.
They range from 125mm to 20mm in length. As with
the Art Objects- when we find one modified stone
it is interesting, two a coincidence, 3+ a
25

pattern and technology. Here we have recovered 6
‘Pins’, some embedded in conglomerate and some
found in Filler material.

Technology
3.9 Rotationally Bored Tile
A find just two weeks before we closed for the
season is this small tile- 100mm x100mm x 25mm.
It is an important find as it clearly displays
cultural modification with out question. The
stone displays 4 depressions on one side, nothing
on the reverse. Each depression is a hole
measuring exactly 14mm in diameter. On
examination under a magnifying glass 40x,
rotational markings are clearly visible. We
question the purpose of this artefact. It is a
technology, possibly evidence of drilling or a
friction device possibly for fire starting.
Regardless of its application it is empirical
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evidence supporting human occupation at the 205m
mark- approx. 20,000YO.
Rotational Bore Stone

3.10 Stone Foot cores
A rather perplexing series of stone feet cores
started to appear signalling a cultural deposit
deep in to the Ravne tunnel system. First
evidence was a facsimile of a human’s foot. This
is not part of a statue as there is no connection
point for the ankle. It is a study in the shape
and sole of a human left foot. Laboratory
examination displays up to eight morphological
similarities between the stone foot and a modern
human foot. Extraordinary as this is we continued
to find a series of 3 correct feet and 3
additional stones resembling feet in various
27

stages of tooling. Subject to access we would
like to submit the initial find to a forensic
anthropologist to determine information as to
Sex, Height, Weight, Gait and Human? All of this
data should be accessible from this accurately
worked core.
Stone Foot- Sole of Left Foot- note ‘arch’, shape
and heel
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4.0 Ravne Archaeological Features
4.1 Megalith K5
Creation of the access tunnel connecting to the
153m Open Section delivered a number of
unexpected finds. Firstly there was the rich
trove of artefacts that presented from the 170m
mark (beginning of new access), artefacts that
would in all probability have remained buried
under thousands of tons of conglomerate forever.
What awaited us was a surprise to all. At 206m
our miners began to uncover what was to be the
largest Megalith discovered so far. Named K5
following the reference system set up for these
large features, this stone was to become an
extremely important find. Over the course of 5
weeks a chamber was constructed approx. 20m2 @ 3m
height. The challenge we faced was that even
though the chamber was large the Megalith K5
disappeared into the walls on three sides. The
chamber could not be enlarged due to structural
instability. The K5 is estimated @25,000kgs mass;
however, as its distal points have not been
determined it could far exceed this estimate. The
chamber is flanked at the rear by a newly
discovered open section of side tunnel @17.4m
length in a Westerly direction. We are presented
with a number of options to investigate.
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i)

The side tunnel as an example of original
tunnel technology

ii) Four depressions following the tunnels left
extent may indicate subterranean structure
iii) Develop a series of lateral inspection
trenches off the surface of K5
Six trenches were opened initially. A/B/C
following the Left sidewall, D & E following the
Right side and F, a descending trench to explore
the depth of the first depression in the Side
tunnel. Each of the four lateral inspection
trenches were cut to form self-supporting arches
600mm tall and up to 500mm deep.
- Trench B displayed a rudimentary foundation
wall in a damaged condition.
- Trench D revealed more substantial foundation
stones and 5 courses of stonewall layered
horizontally. This is an extremely important find
as it establishes unequivocally Humans were here.
Buried under tens of thousands of tons of
conglomerate, 40-50m below the surface and
200metres in to this tunnel complex we have found
the remains of an ancient building. It appears
the constructed walls follow the outer perimeter
of the Megalithic block, although three remaining
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sides are still under investigation.

K5 Chamber (Trench B / C and open tunnel Right at
rear)
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Lower section of trench D, cut foundation stone
Right, courses of wall above and left.

Trench F- Large construction blocks Right.
Ascending trench below water table Left.
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K5 appears to be made of a ceramic material, it
will require further excavation to determine the
exact composition. It sits deeply embedded in the
surrounding clay and the water table is just
120mm below the surface. The Surface of the
Megalith displays a number of sculptured features
that appear to be design rather than process of
erosion. They appear to form some sort of
symmetrical pattern, however, it will require one
or two more seasons of excavation and examination
to arrive at a clear determination.
Summary of K5- This will prove to be a major
project and break through in evidencing cultural
occupation at a distant point in time. The
identification of artefacts and archaeological
features such as the foundation walls and
construction blocks are a precursor to what is
yet to be uncovered. Refer recommendations in
Appendix.
4.2 Filler Tunnel to Open Section
A primary objective this year has been to link
the main passage network to the 153m Open Section
discovered in July 2012 (achieved). In June the
excavation of an access tunnel through the
conglomerate began, marked initially by the
uncovering of the Egg Monolith and followed by
the concentrated deposit of artefacts in the
ensuing 10-15m. This lead to the discovery of the
33

K5 Megalith and its section of Open Tunnel
leading West. Because the Megalith presented such
an important archaeological feature it was not
possible to continue in that direction. A
decision was made to commence excavation of the
preceding side tunnel marked by Dry Wall #38 @
202.7m from the entrance and bearing East to
South East. Deconstruction of the Dry Wall
followed the new protocol adopted this seasonrefer following chapter. Removal of filler
material proceeded in normal fashion. However,
what presented in the process was a number of
interesting large stones buried beneath the Dry
Wall, they have been left in situation.
Additional to these features what appears to be
another large megalithic stone has been
discovered running 3+meters from the intersection
marked by this Dry Wall. A decision was made to
cover the Megalith with filler material to
protect it while work continued on evacuation of
tunnel Filler Material. Approx. 10m further in
another section of Megalithic stone was uncovered
and recovered in the same intension. At this
point I commentThe process of opening an access route from 170m
mark (Egg) has unwittingly brought us upon what I
believe to be a pre-historic buried village,
occupational area, or sacred site. To explain;
We have-
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1. Monolithic stones presenting (Egg)
2. Large worked rocks in association
3. A Lintel stone buried in passage floor (1.2m
x .300 x.300)
4. K5 Megalith
5. Evidence of built structure on K5
6. Open section behind K5
7. Unusual subfloor foundations to Dry Wall #38
8. Substantial stone (possibly Megalith) buried
under filler material post DW38
9. Additional buried Mega/Monolithic stones 10m
in
10.

A Dry Wall within filler tunnel @

approx. 20m post #38
11.

Numerous side tunnels extending from

this area of excavation
12.

An intersection of 4 DW’s culminating in

break through to the Open Section
13.

Finally- in addition to these features

we recovered an extremely large quantity of
cultural stone artefacts from beginning to
end!
Viewed individually these are important and
interesting finds/features- considered
cumulatively they present a substantial overview
to concentrated human occupation at a distant
epoch.
Questions arise;
1- Was this area once open land
35

2- Were megaliths constructed or pre-existing
natural features
3- Why were dwellings/buildings constructed atop
of them
4- How large is the area of ancient settlement
complex
5- What catastrophe buried the complex under
hundreds of thousands of tons of material
(conglomerate)
6- What age is the settlement
7- Who were the inhabitants
We have, without doubt, come upon a major
archaeological find of absolute historical
importance to the understanding of the
development of Mankind. A very specific
Archaeological Plan is required to manage this
going forward. That plan should be developed over
the next year and a time line for investigation,
management, identifying Objectives, Resources,
and Safe Practice agreed. The site is ancient and
the deposit in a stable state, therefore I
recommend a careful, cautious and managed
approach emphasising meticulous archaeological
method as opposed to haste.
4.3 Dry Walls
In order to understand the true purpose of Dry
Walls we need to first examine them as a specific
feature. We know they are extremely old, possibly
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4,600+ years old. That in its self suggests they
are a valuable archaeological feature worthy of
examination and protection. A survey of Dry Walls
was commissioned in July. We also wrote a
deconstruction protocol to be adopted by the
Foundation- the survey scope and specification
follows;
1. Adopt a policy of removal only with the
Foundations express approval
2. Undertake a survey and inventory of Dry
Walls within the public areas of Ravne to
gain a better understanding of the
frequency, locations and interrelationships.
3. Survey will include and examine;
i-

Create a data sheet

ii-

Establish catalogue numbering system
commencing RDW 01R (denoting site,
number from Entrance, left or right
side of tunnel passage

iii-

Number and mark each wall Top stone

iv-

Position in tunnels measured from
Entrance datum

v-

Record position on Ravne Map

vi-

Dimensions (H/W/D)

vii-

Record surface temperature

viii-

Height in relation to filler profile

ix-

Angle of slope- measured with plumb
line
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x-

Angle of the horizontal and verify
level

xi-

Orientation

xii-

Courses- number of horizontal rows,
size and position of stones within
courses

xiii-

Relationship to others’ i.e.
proximity between DW’s, frequency
over distance

xiv-

General observations of technique,
stone selection and other observable
criteria

xv-

Examine filler material comparative
to average.

xvi-

Sketch and photograph

xvii-

Opinion comment

Removal Protocol4.

Walls being removed must 1st – be recorded

as set out above and removal supervised by
archaeologist.
5.

Stones treated as artefacts- the value and

function of this technology may not be evident to
us right now, but at some future point these
purpose built features will reveal information.
Each wall was built with absolute intention,
purpose, stone selection, method of construction,
etc. This represents an ancient technology and
purpose in design.
6.

An exterior storage area to be established

at Ravne for Dry Wall stones.
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Typical Dry Wall- note new catalogue numbering
Top Left

Surveying Wall data
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The survey of Dry Walls as archaeological
features has resulted in a better understanding
of their technical construction. We know they do
not function as a retaining wall holding material
at load. Although they mark the end to side
filler tunnels they serve a function of
terminating (facing) the tunnel. We suspect there
is an as yet undetermined function complimentary
to the energy flow of the Ravne complex. What
follows are a new and revised map to the Ravne
Tunnels, setting out the Dry Walls, location,
inventory and also the position of Monolithic and
Megalith’s stones. Attached to this report is the
comprehensive Geo-archaeological Summary
including the Dry Wall survey data and analysis.
4.4 2013 Newly Drawn map to Ravne Tunnels and its
associated features
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4.5 Dry Wall Deconstruction and Reconstruction:Each stone is numbered, measured, sketched and
photographed prior to removal

Disassembled Dry Wall ready for transportation to
Laboratory
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Re-assembly of Dry Wall for public exhibition

60kg ‘anchor’ stone is main construction feature
in walls.
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Exhibit- Dry Wall reconstructed and covered for
weather protection

5.0 Ravne Dating
In June we undertook analysis of organic material
retrieved at the 180m mark. This is the beginning
of the section that has delivered all of the
archaeological artefacts this season and lead to
the uncovering of the K5 Megalith. A small sample
of dark brown substance with oily consistency was
dispatched to a commercial laboratory in Ukraine
for Radio Carbon 14 analysis. The carbon 14
isotope is present in all living organisms and
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has a known decay rate after death. The isotope
is very scarce @ 0.000000000001 part per
trillion. The results are consistent to our
expectations, but nonetheless are extremely old @
20,100 years BP5.1 Dating Certificate- Radio Carbon 14
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5.2 Dating ConclusionsThis date guides us in our understanding of what
has likely happened in this location.
i)

We have a minimum date tying organic life
here at least 20,000+ YA

ii) We have a large stone exceeding 25tons
buried in the ground
iii) We have what appears to be a lower level of
structure or tunnels below the stone
iv) We have foundation walls on the stone
v)

We have humans living here in what was
probably open spaces displaying settled
occupation at least 12,000 years before
orthodox science accepts the advent of
organised civilisation.

This is a game changer! We must proceed with
careful analysis of all data retrieved from this
season and subsequent investigation as our
information will be challenged and we must be in
a position to respond with robust empirical
evidence. In my opinion the discovery of Human
occupation at the K5 Megalith is the greatest
discovery since Dr Semir announced there are
ancient Pyramids in Bosnia.
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6.0 Ravne Negative Ionisation phenomena
For quite some time we have been aware of the
high levels of beneficial Negative Ionised oxygen
content in Ravne Tunnels. This season we ran two
instrument surveys of Ion content, Temperature,
Humidity and Electro Magnetic measurements. These
tests were staged at various points within the
tunnel system on 2 hourly intervals- refer graph
below.
The instruments allowed us to record and inspect
data sets to gain an insight to the tunnels
behaviour and profile. Although profiles were
obtained we accept that further data needs to be
gathered across several years to develop a true
understanding of function. In summary- we ere
able to observer the system achieve a stasis at
which it appeared to regulate its self. We
observed that after large tour groups passed
through the public sections of the tunnel complex
negative Ion content decreased. Within a short
space of time the Ion concentration recovered to
pre- tourist levels (at rest). This raised
questions of;
1- How is the system trigged to produce Neg Ion
2- What mechanism signals sufficient Neg Ion
content
3- How and why are some areas high/low
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4- What is the function of Neg Ion to the tunnel
system
5- How is the system liberating Oxygen (from
water)
6.1 Data Set
A sample data set follows;

6.2 Negative Ion Conclusion
In my opinion the Foundation should commission an
appropriately qualified engineer to undertake and
sign off survey data. Our instruments are
satisfactory in establishing levels and
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behavioural profiles, but we are not able to
measure some of the more delicate profiles such
as emissions form Filler Material or Dry Wall
projection. Also, electromagnetic levels are at a
low level. However, as we have learned, energy
emissions in the Bosnian Valley of the Pyramids
is premised on frequency, none Hertzian and at
‘gentle’ levels. Our equipment is not laboratory
calibrated to capture empirical data.
The previous sections covering Ravne Dating, Ion
and the following ‘as Complex’ should be
considered globally to gain an overview of the
processes and energy transfers at play. We know
we are dealing with energy systems, energy
systems beyond our current technologies.
Understandably we must recognise we are observing
behaviour, patterns, emissions and technologies
without necessarily understanding the processes.
7.0 Ravne Tunnels as a Complex
Considerable time was invested in examination of
the complex relationship the Ravne Tunnel
labyrinth displays between its network of
Passageways, Side tunnels, Dry Walls, Filler
Material and the extra ordinary transfer of
energies, liberation of Oxygen from Water,
production and regulation of Negative Ion, the
apparent maintenance of an over all equilibrium
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and the existence of subterranean water courses,
together with positioning and function of
Monolithic and Megalithic features. All of these
complex components need to be considered within a
total context of the tunnel complex, the Pyramids
located within the Visoko River Basin and the
various Tumuli. It is my opinion nothing exists
in this area in isolation, everything is
designed, engineered and built to interact.
Having said this I also must comment- we are
dealing with a complex array of technologies
created by a Lost Culture possessing a Lost
Knowledge. We are handicapped when it comes to
explaining what is presenting. It is important to
keep in mind- what is presenting as
archaeological artefact; feature, process or
cultural footprint may take some years of
investigation to fully understand. That, however,
does not diminish the importance of our activity
and discovery, which must proceed regardless of
external opinion.
During our investigation several lines of enquiry
surfaced, including1- The ancient function of Dry Walls
2- Examination of Filler Material as an
engineered medium
3- The function of Negative Ionised atmosphere
in energy transfer
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4- Relationship between water, frequency, mass
and energy
5- Interrelationship between all structures and
features within the Valley
8.0 Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun
Building on the work undertaken over the past 5
years our activity on BPS was tightly focused.
The first exercise was to undertake remedial
infrastructure work to prepare the site for
tourist access and archaeology volunteer work.
Steps were replaced leading to the main Sondas,
Profiles restabilised and winter growth removed.
Volunteers cleaning Concrete casing -lower Sondas
BPS
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8.1 Trench S11- S12B
The second task undertaken was to establish the
extent of concrete covering on the Northern face.
Rather than continuing the mass excavation of
soils to expose the underlying concrete we
adopted a procedure of cutting lateral trenches
to cover larger distances in shorter time. Sonda
11 was chosen as an initial trench to run for 25m
across the North face and link up to Sonda 12B.
This exercise was two fold- 1/we would establish
continuity in concrete cover, and, 2/establish
whether a discrepancy in depths existed between
11 and 12B. To explain- 12B is a hole 3.800m in
depth before it reaches the Pyramids outer
concrete casing. Sonda 11 is at a depth of just
0.800m. So the question arose- how and why did
the Pyramid change surface height?
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12B Crack in the Concrete Casing

Trench 11-12B
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Trench linking Sonda 11 and 12B establishing
continuous concrete cover
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Dropping a ‘Plumb’ to measure the relative depth
of S12B

Levelling the Plumb Line @32m ex Sonda 12B

The exercise was successful in establishing a
deviation in height of just 200mm across a 32m
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span. S11 and 12B are at a consistent level and
there is no notable discrepancy.
8.2 Measurement and calculations are• Line bearing W255deg E105deg. Deviation
across line 15deg
• Depth 12B 4420mm, minus Depth Trench 4220mm,
difference 200mm.
• Allowing for deviation on alignment @-15deg =
assumption equal surface level.
Measurements complete- time to wrap that trench
up! (Closed for the season)
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8.3 Extent of Concrete Cover
Now to the second objective- Quantify the square
meterage of concrete exposed on the Northern face
and establish the continuous lineal expanse of
concrete cover. The figures are;
Total m2 of concrete exposed = 1,488m2 (2,232
tons of excavation)
Total lineal meters of concrete = 126 meters
This has satisfied our investigation into the
concrete cover on the lower North slopes.
8.4 Eastern Top
We now moved to the upper slopes, first
concentrating on the Eastern side 100m below the
apex. At this location we uncovered concrete
within 100mm of the surface and extending
unbroken for 6 meters. Clearly this is a
consistent cover and as a sample representative
of what can be expected across the Eastern face.
Two more small examination trenches were dug in
close proximity, both revealed results consistent
to observations.
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Eastern face concrete at shallow depth

8.5 North Triangle (Top)
Following the Eastern excavations we turned our
attention to a feature high on the North face
that has intrigued for some time. There exists a
perfect triangle of discoloured vegetation- light
green in contrast to the denser dark surrounding
foliage.
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Green Triangle Top North

Examination revealed two foliage attributes- 1the tress are of a completely different variety,
and 2- the root systems traversed horizontally
instead of downward. This suggests an obstruction
to root penetration. Five trenches were opened
here across the triangle. All revealed concrete
at a depth of 500mm, all concrete appeared
consistent in texture. Thus we determined here,
as for the East trenches, the concrete cover is
continuous.
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It is interesting to observe erosion patterns on
the Pyramid. First off there is very little
evidence of water run off. If this were a
mountain it would display watercourses where
snowmelt and winter rain flows, creating furrows
and small streams. There are none! This leads us
to speculate an element in Pyramid architecture
is to channel water from the surface to
underground systems, probably for use in Pyramid
function or energy conversion processes.
Secondly, and consistent to geological models,
the soil deposition is thicker on the lower
slopes and thinner on the upper. Soil migrates
down hill with the action of rain and wind.
Accordingly, it will be easier to establish
concrete levels and cover on the upper slopes in
future excavation programmes.
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Summary1. We have concrete across the lower section of
the Pyramid
2. We have concrete across the upper slopes
3. Depths are consistent to erosion patterns
4. Concrete is visually consistent in texture
and composition

8.6 West Terrance
An experimental test trench was made on the West
terrace (top North corner), see photo. The trench
was position 49m from Stari Grad (Middle Ages
Castle) and inspected to a depth of just 75mm.
Within that superficial layer we recovered two
artefacts- a bronze handle in remarkably good
condition and an iron pin, possibly from a door
lock, both appeared to be circa 15th century.
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Western terrace site pegged out

Bronze handle
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8.7 The Block
Attention shifted from the concrete cover of the
Pyramid to an anomaly observed on the lower North
face. Within 5 meters of the access stairs from
the road is a small vertical wall. Initially
thought to be dolomite it has subsequently been
identified as sandstone. Measuring approx. 1.6m x
1.4m the question was- Why is there a vertical
surface on an otherwise diagonally surfaced
pyramid? We set about excavating the feature to
determine is it natural or manmade, its
dimension, mass and if possible purpose. Initial
progress has been good. We now know the block has
a mass of perhaps 80 tons and growing, it
measures 7m x 3m x 2.3m. It has three other large
rocks locked up against it and it has several
cracks in the lower level emitting air. That
tells us there is a cavity or passage below. The
top of the stone presents a 90deg angle and
appears to have tooling marks. We have dug a
horizontal trench to determine how wide the Block
is and we are tracking its surface in an Easterly
direction following the surface. The western end
projects deeper in to the ground. It will require
another season to determine what this feature is.
It is certainly very large and will probably run
to 120+ tons. If we find more tooling marks and
the air cavities continue to produce flow, then
we have probably found something cultural, not of
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nature, which raises the questions- what is its
function, what is it covering, why is it there,
what is its total mass?
The BLOCK! 80 tons and growing.
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Measuring the Block

Lateral trench (Top)

A crack emitting air from cavity or subterranean
passage.
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8.8 Dating
Now to the dating. We obtained an organic sample
in June from below the concrete in Sonda 12B. A
leaf was found between the clay inner plug and
immediately below the concrete outer casing. This
will indicate a construction phase for the
Pyramid. Last year we recovered an organic sample
from above the concrete layer and that date
produced 24,800BP. The latest sample was Radio
Carbon tested in the Ukraine and its date is
29,200 years +/- 400 years.
The moment, point and Organic find 12B

This is an incredible result suggesting we have
structures here in the Bosnian Valley of the
Pyramids built between 25,000 and 30,000 years
ago at a minimum date. To reiterate- orthodox
archaeology argue man was an archaic hunter
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gather prior to 8,500BP, did not have established
settlement patterns and certainly not capable of
organised civilisation, construction of public
architecture or building something as complex as
a series of pyramids.

So, our research in the

Summer of 2013 has raised some challenges to the
written history of man! Did ‘we’ climb out of an
Ice Age as archaic peoples or were we highly
civilised before the ice age annihilated large
populations, wiped out cumulative knowledge
(culture) and covered ancient cities under
hundreds of thousands of tons of debris to be rediscovered 30,000 years later in the 21st Century?
It seems with every discovery here in the Bosnian
Valley of the Pyramids we piece together an
ancient mystery story and arrive at more
questions. Nothing could be quite as exciting as
rediscovering ancient knowledge, technologies or
culture in contradiction to the status quo!
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8.9 Radio Carbon 14 Dating Certificate

9.0 Bosnian Pyramid of the Moon
The Moon is one of the three most significant
structures in the Visoko River Basin, BPS, Ravne,
Moon.

Archaeological investigation this year has

primarily focused BPS and Ravne Tunnels in a
concentrated effort to tie Culture to these
features. However, as the Moon is a major feature
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it demanded attention. Bosnian Pyramid of the
Moon towers 197m above the valley floor, is
truncated in design, displays differing
construction materials and technique and presents
an interesting feature on its South face- a large
concave relief dominates the middle section.
Work this year primarily focused on repair,
infrastructure and profiling Sondas. All Sonda
profiles were redefined; weed eradication
undertaken and 250 steps replaced or rebuilt
facilitating access to the summit apex.
Throughout the season work continued maintaining
the sites and a number of investigative
excursions arranged for Summer Camp volunteers.
In terms of investigation- two lines of enquiry
have been considered this year, both
concentrating on the concave South faceconsidering1- A massive internal chamber collapse causing
wide spread surface depression. This chamber
may have been an ancient aquifer
incorporated in to the Moons architecture,
but long since depleted, or, a chamber
integral to the Pyramid itself.
2- The South face has been subjected to major
erosion, possibly due to inundation waters
during the Last Glacial Maximum. This line
of enquiry considers the theory flood waters
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and associated waves may have inundated the
valley following from the Northern European
regions, damaging soils and structure on the
South face resulting in the depression and
collapse as visually apparent and displayed
in the lines of stratification- ref
photograph.

Subject to completion of analysis of material and
artefacts recovered from BPS and Ravne the
Foundation will write a specific Archaeological
investigation plan for the Moon to be implemented
in 2014/15 Season.
10.0 Photographic Surveys
Four photographic surveys were undertaken in
August. The purpose was to action preliminary
feature observations across a variety of areas to
identify future lines of enquiry. Digital
photographs and GPS data are stored on DVD in the
Technical Laboratory. The files are too large to
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incorporate in this report or supply via email.
They exist as digital reports. Surveys are as
follows,
10.1 Fojnicka River- Identifying and
recording unusual geological formations,
pyramid concrete, square cut blocks and
horizontal plates on both banks of the
river running 1000m from the centre of
Visoko East toward the Moon.
10.2 Ravne Valley- In a similar fashion a
team was dispatched to survey and record
by photography unusual geological
formations along the valley immediately
adjacent Ravne Tunnels for a distance of
approx. 800m. A number of cut stones
where recorded protruding from the
valley wall and two recesses,
potentially leading to ancillary tunnel
entrances, also recorded.
10.3 Pyramid of the Dragon. Last year 3
sondas were opened for inspection on the
Dragon. This year we took a global
approach and explored all surface areas
recording via photography surface
lithics, depressions and sinkholes that
indicated hydraulic action. A set of
standing stones was found 45m from the
top on the N/E. A section of interesting
surface to subsurface watercourses were
also recorded on the Southern slopes. As
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water sheds it appears to be channelled
below ground without resurfacing. This
hydraulic action should be investigated
in a subsequent season.
10.4 Pyramid of Love- Love presents some
challengers in terms of excavation
access is restrictive, but moreover the
angle of incline is abrupt. Last year 1½ days were dedicated to Love- reopening a deep hole known to the locals.
This year we repeated the exercise as
for Dragon. Many areas of the North and
Eastern face presented lithic material,
stone walls and cut stone block. Most
appear to have migrated down slope from
the top. The survey team observed a
large number of trees fallen in a down
slope direction, suggesting shallow root
systems unable to hold tall growth
trees.
10.5 In summary to the foregoing- These
four superficial surveys assist in
developing an investigation plan and
prioritising sites based on their
observable features. This material
should be viewed and considered in
forming and targeting 2014 and beyond
archaeology plans.
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11.0 Museum Exhibition
An opportunity arose to present this years
findings, artefacts, in association with the
local Visoko Museum. The exhibition was a groundbreaking exhibition curated and styled as Art–eFact (art and fact). The exhibition consisted of
20 large-scale art prints and 180 selected
artefacts. The opening was attended by officials,
television and newspapers from Bosnia who
commended the exhibition on its style, depth of
material and artistic presentation. The show has
attracted some 400 hundred people in its initial
two weeks.
Art e Fact presented a selection of finds from
the 2013 season, complemented with artefacts from
previous years excavations. Stand out exhibits
included 3 stones displaying engraved symmetrical
glyphs as yet un-decoded. These are quiet
extraordinary artefacts in they present what
appears to be 3 previously unknown forms of
symbol language. The 3 separate ‘language stones’
were recovered from different deposits within the
Ravne Tunnel complex at 20,000+ years BP. Also on
show are Effigy Stones depicting painted faces,
stone tools, a selection of the 8,800 ceramics
archived, a set of stone Foot casts,
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symmetrically modified blocks, art objects and
many other intriguing artefacts.
Scientific material supported Art-e-Fact in the
form of Carbon analysis data sheets, telemetry
readings, archaeological sketch recordings, newly
completed mappings and of course the artefacts
themselves.
This is a celebration of Visoko, and Bosnia’s,
vast history, a history, which until now has
remained unread, undiscovered. Art-e-Fact is
presenting the archaeological facts in a modern
context accessible to all ages of audience. We,
the Foundation, are committed to sharing our
scientific research and archaeological
discoveries with the people of Bosnia first and
then the World. The exhibition has been designed
in such a way it can be toured regionally or
hosted internationally, which is a prime
objective of the Foundation- To tour this
exhibition will turn the World on to the ground
breaking discoveries we have achieved here in the
Bosnian Valley of the Pyramids. Discoveries of
lost culture, lost knowledge from the ‘time
before’, the time before the Ice Age. No other
archaeological group is working at this horizonthis is the most active archaeological site on
Earth! That is what Bosnia celebrates in Art-e-
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Fact, an important initiative to unite the
Foundation, Municipal and Government interests.

Art-e-Fact art prints

Assorted Lithic Tools
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Art Objects

Rotational Bores
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12.0 Communication- Press and Public Relations
12.1 Blog
This year we launched a dedicated Facebook blog
as a communications tool to connect with a wider
public. This took the form of a weekly
Archaeology Journal summarising field activity
and discovery in a positive way. Registered
subscribers to the site number 1000 and page
views/reads over the course of the Summer Camp
exceed 9,500. This has been a highly successful
strategy in connecting the Bosnian Valley of the
Pyramids Summer Camp with an interested World
Wide audience. It is intended to complement the
Foundations web activity in an accessible, easily
supported platform. Attached to this report is
the publicised Archaeological Journal.
A great many Television interviews, Documentary
films, News paper and Magazine interviews were
undertaken.
12.2 Press Release
Carbon Dating and Human Occupation
SEPTEMBER 2013
Bosnian Pyramid complex pushes back timelines for
civilisation by 20,000 years.
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The Bosnian Valley of the Pyramids is a complex
of 4 ancient pyramids located in the fertile
Visoko River Basin 40km N/W of Sarajevo. First
discovered in 2005 by Dr Semir Osmanagich and in
its 8th year of excavation, four pyramids have
been identified- Pyramids of the Sun, Moon,
Dragon and Love along with an associated
occupation site called the Temple of Mother Earth
and a subterranean pyramid tunnel complex
covering approx. 6 square kilometres.
“The ancient people who built these pyramids knew
the secretes of frequency and energy. They used
these natural resources to develop technologies
and undertake construction on scales we have not
seen before on Earth” said Dr Osmanagich.

The

central pyramid of the Sun- Sunca in Bosnianrises a colossal 240 meters in to the air and has
a mass of millions of tons. By comparison the
Great pyramid of Cheops (Khufu) in the Giza
plateau is 146 meters high.
This years archaeological programme has unearthed
findings that will encourage the World to
reconsider its understanding of the development
of civilisation and history, which is accepted to
have occurred around 9,000 years ago. Radio
Carbon dating on organic material recovered from
the colossal pyramid has been dated at 29,200
years ago. “The dates we are getting back are
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consistent to our expectations” commented Timothy
Moon (New Zealand) in charge of the
archaeological project. “We are working at an
horizon in knowledge, we know we have a structure
from the time before, the time before the Ice Age
when H.Sapien Sapiens were suppose to be archaic
hunter gathers. Our discoveries turn this
thinking upside down and will require a reexamination of human history. This is an unknown
culture presenting highly advanced arts and
sciences, technology capable of forming truly
massive structures and we believe in that process
demonstrating an ability to harness pure energy
recourses”.
The C14 date of 29,000 years was obtained from a
piece of organic material retrieved from a clay
layer inside the outer casing to the pyramid. It
follows a sample date obtained during the 2012
dig season on material located above the concrete
at 24,800 years, meaning this structure has a
construction profile stretching back almost
30,000 years.
The archaeological project delivered another
significant finding in the pyramid tunnel complex
known as Ravne. Tunnelling deep into a ridgeline
leading toward Pyramid of the Sun the team have
unearthed several megalith stones. In August an
enormous stone estimated at 25,000kgs was
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uncovered approx. 220 meters in to the labyrinth.
“This is a hugely significant find” Commented
Moon. “Here we have a massive stone, possibly a
constructed ceramic, buried under hundreds of
thousands of tons of material. We are locating
foundation walls around its perimeter, cut stone
blocks and we have retrieved an artefact
suggesting Sun worship. All of this combined
tells us People were here. What is perplexing, in
addition to the buried location, we have just
received another C14 date obtained last month
just meters from this structure. That has
provided us a minimum date of 20,100 years,
putting these ‘people’ before megalithic culture
and positioning the cultural layer close to the
parameters we have for construction of these
great pyramids”.
Large quantities of artefacts have been recovered
from the associated tunnels leading to the site,
including effigies painted on stone, art objects
and a perplexing serries of carved stone feet.
Visitors are welcome to the Bosnian Valley of the
Pyramids and its Foundation offers a volunteer
programme each dig season- running June-Sept.
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Examining Megalith K5

BPS
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13.0 Conclusion:2013 has been an extremely productive season in
terms of archaeology in support to the
Foundations Goals and Objectives. A great number
of cultural artefacts were recovered,
laboratories set up to receive, process and store
material from sites and an archive inventory
system implemented to serve the Foundation in to
the future. The focus has been to establish
robust procedures consistent to archaeological
method and practice, supporting a scientific
approach to examination and data gathering. This
has been achieved.
Several significant archaeological features have
been identified, most notably the K5 Megalith.
This is a significant discovery; proving ancient
man (Palaeolithic/Archaic) occupied the Visoko
River Basin in the distant past, settled and
built structures.
Dating data analysed over the season provides two
scenarios pivotal to the Foundations thesis
proposition;
i)

Ravne Tunnels from the 170m mark to the new
K5 Megalith is approx. 20,100 years old at
minimum, thus establishing an epoch for
occupation prior to being buried under tens
of thousands of tons of conglomerate.
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ii) Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun now has a
guiding timeline for the construction
phase. Organic material retrieved this
season suggests a construction date of
29,200 years ago at minimum.
iii) Three new symbolic languages have been
retrieved for investigation.
iv) The Foundation held its first ever public
Museum exhibition displaying artefacts
recovered from this season and past years.

Report Ends
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